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EXPERIMENTAL STRUSS ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES 

IN SELECTED EUROPEAN LABORATORIES [PACT 21 

by 

A. J. Durclli 

ABSTRACT' 

This report is a continuation of the report published in August, 1968, 

under the same title. It summarizes the impressions received by the author 

during a trip through several countries in Europe, made from September to De- 

cember, 1974. Several of the laboratories, institutes, universities, or govern- 

ment establishments visited, had already been visited in 1967 and 1968, which 

may pemit the reader to follow the evolution of some of the work conducted in 

them. Several other of the places visited have been visited only once, for 

reasons of time (the second trip was much shorter than the first one), or for 

some other practical considerations. In general the reader will find advantageous 

to start with the first part. 

Some of the comments made on the work conducted in the countries that have 

been visited, attempt to abstract characteristics. It is hoped that this kind 

of reporting may be useful, but it is obviously risky when practical considera- 

tions limit the number of selected places to be visited, and the allowable time 

to be spent in each of them. The reader should use judgment in the evaluation, 
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A J DurelU, J A Clark and A Kochev, "Experimental Analysis of High 
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A. J, üurelli, V, J. Parks and H. M. Hasseem, "Helices Under  Load" -- July 

Previous solutions lor the case of close coiled helical springs and for 
helices made of thin bars are extended. The complete solution is presented 
in graphs for the use of designers, The theoretical development is corre 
lated with experiments, 

T. L. Chen and A. J. Durelii, ''Displacements and Finite Strain Fields in a 
Hollow Sphere Subjected to Large Elastic Deformations" -- September 1973 
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BRITISH STRLSS -ANALYSIS LABORATORIES 

University of Surrey 
Suney, England 

Royal Aircraft Establishment 
Structures Department 
Famborough, Hampshire 
Hunts, England 

Rocket Propulsion Establishment 
Westcot, NKNr 
Aylesbury 
Bucks, England 

University of Oxford 
Oxford, England ~" 
Ph:    0865-58293 

University of Cambridge 
University Engineering Department 
Cambridge CB21PZ, England 

National Engineering Laboratories 
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Naval Construction Research Establishment 
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UNIVERSITY OF SURREY 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: I. M. Allison, P. Nurse and D. E. Stone. 

The University jf Surrey is relatively new. It developed from an old tech- 

nical school and benefited from generous budgets aimed at making it grow. It 

has about 3,000 students in science, engineering and some humanistic subjects 

like linguistics. 

Allison has one of the most active experimental stress analysis laboratories 

in England and one of the three or four that work intensively in three-dimensional 

photoelasticity. The laboratory is supported financially to an appreciable extent 

through contracts with industry, but in particular through contracts with govern 

ment agencies. Of particular interest at present are studies dealing with bolted 

connections in ships, stresses in a prosthesis for a mouth bone, and inspection 

of conposites using ultrasonics. The most spectacular project is the design and 

construction of an automated polariscope at a cost of approximately $100,000. 

Several details of the instrument have already been published in the open litera- 

ture'- . It is claimed that the location of points in the model is given with a 

precision of about 5 x 10  in,, the isoclinic angles with about 0.3°, the iso- 

_2 
chromatic orders with about 2 x 10  fringe. The time necessary to obtain the 

individual stresses is three minutes plus 15 seconds per point. The insvrument 

seems more practical, easier to use and to manufacture than some of the other auto 

matic polariscopes previously developed. The philosophical question still stands: 

is it worthy? 

[1] Nurse, P.. and Allison, I. M., "Automatic Acquisition of Photoelastic Data," 
J.B.C.S.A. Conference, pp. 19-23, 1972. 
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ROYAL AIRCRAFT HSTABLiaMINT 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: Mansfield, Mullins and D. E. Stone- 

Awareness of the problems and interest in methodology is keen, but it does 

not seem that experimental stress analysis work of importance is conducted now 

at the establishment. V. M. Hickson has retired some years ago. It was not 

possible to visit any of the laboratories. 
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KOCIOiT PROPULSION hblAnUSHMLNl 

Scientist.s particularly interested in .xperimental stress analysis methods 

are:    11. J. Buswell, Lorelay and G, S. Young, 

liiere is great concern with the nianufuturing oi a gage that would penult 

the determination of stresses in actual solid propellant grains, for rockets, 

The idea bein^ developed at present consist.::  in embedding in the grain a small, 

about 3 nun, diameter, 15 nun.   10%, epoxy be   .    One face of the bar is flush with 

a free surface, the other is mirrored,    A central hole about 1 mm    in diameter 

goes all along the axis of the bar      It ha.-, been shown m o paper previously 

published in Experimental Mechanics'- J   thai , provided the insert  is much more 

rigid than the propellant, the photoelastic response oi such an insert would 

correspond to the stress in the propellant,    Hie idea has great potentiality and 

Buswell claim» goeü correlation between measured birefringence and a known state 

of stress.    The techniques used to measure birefringence in such small specimen 

with very small holes, and a long light path, are difficult, and should be pre 

eise.    Fringes around the edge of the hole ..re not clear and determinations 

have to be made inside the field.    Change in color associated with rotation of 

analyzer is used to determine fractional  fringe order, but  the need for this 

unusual method is not clear, 

[1]   Buswell, 11. J  . Moore.  D.   K.  and Owens. A., "The Use of a High modulus   * 
inclusion Gage in Nonlinear Viscoelast?c Materials," Experimental Mechanics, 
Vol.   14, No    7, pp.   274-280, July 1974 
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UNIVLRSITY OF OXFORD 

One of the scientists particularly interested in experimental stress 

analysis methods is C. Ruiz 

The university has about 12,000 students.    About 600 of these are in 

engineering (450 undergraduates and 150 graduates).    Research projects and con- 

sulting with industry depend essentially on the professor's interest.    It seems 

obvious that the main concern of the experimental work at Oxford is the education 

of the student.    A large number of devices have bjen designed and built for the 

student to conduct structural tests by himself. 

An attempt is being made at the study of crack propagation in polycarbonate 

plates, as models of steel plates.    A very interesting manufacturir,: technique 

used here is the preparation of epoxy tubes by centrifugation.    It is claimed 

that no residual effects are left, and the boundaries are clear for photoelastic 

observation. 
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UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRinnF. 

One of the scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis 

methods is K. Pascoe. 

X-ray applications to soil mechanics a:c important.,    Either small  lead 

spheres arc embedded in the soil and the x-ray follows their motion, or advan- 

tage is taken of the change in density in some soils like sand, when they slide. 

Studies are conducted on uniaxial and braxial creep of metals at high temperature, 

and on low cycle fatigue.    Fatigue deteruinations are also conducted on glass- 

fiber-reinforced polyester plates with direct application in ship manufacturing. 

"Hie buckling of shells is simulated using silicone rubbers. 

Two outstanding characteristics of the experimental work are the great con- 

cern with the education of the students and the deliberate purpose of being useful 

to industxy.    Little pure research is seen.    And the number of devices to be used 

by students to make experiments by themselves in structural analysis, heat tret- 

ment of metals, properties of materials, etc.  is enomous.    Nothing similar can 

be seen in the U.S.A. 

A visit to Cambridge should be compulsory to every university man, as the 

opportunity to have a unique experience in Ins life     Were else could the uni- 

versuy man see such a mixture of tradition, beauty, intellectual life ^ respect 

for common values? 

The objective of a university, and the relation between science, teaching 

and research are .ery well expressed in the official description of tire engineerrng 

activities at Cambridge, of which tire following excerpts are taken- 

-^^'^—^^^^^^^^^^ 

quaiüüatto^d wtos^fu if ?cT*"ionvf0 haS, -"snised graduate 
structure, and to ove":eU?hrei;tc^^Sr^e

anro|^;^d,lneS- ^^ ^ 
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-Much of engineering is ^ÄfÄ^ Sq^solS'th^are 
typical engineering desx^m P^^f^^^udÄt is required to assess 
usSoally several alternative l,oss.^i,f fe\^n ^f^e engineer is men more 
their relative merits.. Xompared witn tlie ;^ien^» uie      b 

conJemed with the impact of his work on other people... 

.....to verstand scientific P^ciples      an f™^^^^* 
a reasonable competence in mathematics...though...a creari^ 
mind is more important. 

the university is not yet an engineer... 

intended 
1795. 

the Professor of Natural Philosophy...gave a series of lectures 

'to excite the attention of P--^ already acc^axntedwith^the^ 

gress of the Arts 

■The lectures were Illustrated by ^^iXwIJSSl"^^.^- 
tenvora.v accounts tecribe them ^»^^b^ SsÄmi for'more 
£ g^Sn^abÄ^iTSS!^ SSaS has also beco^ » 
important centre of research... 

••The courses in engineering at Cambridge have ^^^X^e^1' 
it is clearly acknowledged that the purpose °* ^f^ '^ means that the 
students, rather than to train them ^^P^Sectial abilities...Thus the 
courses are designed to develop th%f^1n(T

1^ a relatively small number of emphasis is placed firmly on ^e ^rstandmg of a^iativ   > ^ 

heri^e'such knowledgl would rapidly become out of date., 

••   .  all  the students take ^^-l^rse    coring all the^main^-ering 

subjects,   for the first wo >:f ^f ■   ^f^^^fjyear. a^d then chooses be 
his choice o£ ^cialism mil tlie end of   u    ^^ the tradltional branches 
tween different scientific ^sJ^^S

nf2jfCaXidBe engineer,  and the confidence 
JLÄÄÄ SÄS^ÄÄS, ^ hii extre^.y useCu! 

in industry 
■■The staff el" the ^ineer^ ^ar«nt ..a« also »gaf^^e«x^ 

together with about 150 J!?««^^^-'^Ü^seSch Lfor» their teaching," 
or with government research establisnmenxs. 
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NATIONAL ENGINliliRING lABQRATÜRILJ 

One of the scientist particularly interested in experimental stress analysis 

methods is J.  R,  Dixon. 

Holography is used to measure displacements perpendicular to the surface 

of loaded bo lies, and to determine the size and position of small particles in 

fluids muving in a duct.    Photoelasticity is little used at present.    Hie last 

application dealt with studies of stress distributions at the intersection of 

several tubes, as at the joints of the structural components of the rigs to be 

used to drill oil wells in the North Sea. 

-  8 - 
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT 

Scientij*-; particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are:    J. M, Cargill, P. R. Qiristopher and S. Kendrick. 

The closest correspondence in the U.S.A. to this establishment is the 

Naval. Ship Research and Development Cencer at Carderock,, Maryland, the old 

David Taylor Nbdel Basin.    Nearby five thousand people work in stockyards. 

Photoelasticity is no more used.    Mien photoelasticity work is required 

it is contracted outside the establishment.    It is felt that finite element 

methods are less expensive, require less training of theoperator, and give 

answers in shorter time.    An original and important contribution to moire tech- 

niques is the use of "replicas" to reproduce gratings, as dense as 1,000 Ipi. 

Two problems are of particular concern:    the use of moire to determine strains 

associated with weldings, and the measurement of the depth of cracks. 

Numerous tests are conducted on submarine models  (as large as 1/5 full 

scale) when subjected to explosions.    Electric strain gages are mostly used as 

sensors.    The buckling of stiffeners is of particular interest. 

- 9 - 
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WENTS ON THE EXPERIN^TAL STRESS ANALYSTS WORK- QONixjoiiD IN mi Vism-n 

PLACES IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLANn 

It seems that in the last seven years developments in experimental stress 

analysis methods and applications have slowed down in England and Scotland. 

Several establishments have ceased to be interested in photoelasticity and in 

brittle coatings.    In two or three places however, activity in three-dimensional 

Photoelasticity is as intense as or more intense than in any other country. 

It is still here where it can be found the greatest concern to have students 

conduct experiments with their own hands and it is here where university labora- 

tories show the greatest interest in the solution of problems of importance to 

industry,, 

- 10 
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INSTITUT NATIONAL DBS SCIliNCIHS APPLIQUUES  .'INSA) 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: Bahuaud, C.  Bremcnd, J. Cubaud, Uuliau,  Ewins, Professor Godet, J. F, 

Jullien, Lafont, M.  Lalanne, Progri, P. Tronpette. 

Located in a Lyon's suburb, sharing the campus with some schools of the 

University of Lyon, the  INSA begins to fulfill one of the objectives for which 

it was created«    As an engineering school with 3,ÜÜÜ students it has few graduate 

courses, but a strong effort has been made in some of the departments to obtain 

financial support from industry and government agencies0    Two groups are particu- 

larly outstanding in that  respect, the experimental stress analysis section of 

the Civil Engineering School, and the sections of the Mechanical Engineering 

School, dealing witli the mechanics of contact, and the dynamics and damping of 

structures, 

Contracts in experimental stress analysis deal mainly with structures con- 

taining nuclear reactors, with intersections of highways and with several phases 

cf Lyon's subway construction„    'Avo and three-dimensional photoelasticity are 

used for the measurements in structural models, which include the soil below 

the foundation.    This is probably the most original contribution oi these labora- 

tories;    materials have been developed that  permit the modelling of soils with 

different elastic properties,,    With the exception of the ISMBS in Bergamo, the 

INSA is probably the only laboratory where the structure is modelled in its 

entirety,,  including the soil.    The models CL the nuclear reactor structures are 

made of epcxy4 cast to final, size and probably the most complicated ever built, 

J.  F. Jullien is in charge of these activities. 

The largest part of contracts in the Mechanical Engineering School deal 

with problems in the field of tribology (friction, wear and lubrication),    'Hie 

financial support  is of the order of $200,000 a year.    Professor Godot is head 

of tins section which has about 30 people.    One of the problems of interest  is 
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tlie behavior of lubricating fluids pushed between a flat plate, for instance, 

and a rotating disk or wheel,. Depending on speed and viscosity the fluid may 

drop back from the interface. There seem to be few experimental methods to 

better understand this problem. In the group is C. Bremond conducting a thesis 

on the determination of the state of strain at the interface between a flat 

semi-infinite plate ard a disk resting on it. It is essentially Hertz problem, 

but without the simplifying assumption of no shear ai the  interface. The 

problem is being attacked making a rubber model of the flat plate with a cross- 

grating in the central plane. The solution shows originalityo The grating is 

prepared on a milling machine with density of two lines per millimeter and is 

printed on the surface of the rubber using resifax photosensitive solution. 

The two halves are not cemented together but just adhere to each other and stay 

that way without a need of any extra force.  It is planned to photograph the 

grating when the plate is subjected to successively larger amounts of load 

applied by a metal disk. 

After the method is under control it will permit a study of contact stresses 

for different conditions at the interfacej for instance, different frictional 

forces. It may be possible also to study those conditions not only for vertical 

loads, but for combinations of vertical loads and tangential loads or moments 

applied to the disk. Prcgri is approaching the solution of similar problems 

using photcelasticity. 

The group of Lalanne, Trompette and Bwins has also outside financial 

support, this one from a government agency supporting research of interest to 

the defense department, Tta/ have studied turbine blades and have determined 

stresses, medes and frequencies using finite-element methods. So far the blades 

have been considered as plates, neglecting the double curvature. They are also 

working on the damping of the turbine blades using ceramic layers. 

- 13 
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Bahuaud is interested in machine design problems, and has contributed to 

the analysis of belville springs.    Research has been conducted on plasticity, 

fatigue and buckling problems.    Of particular interest is the determination of 

contact pressure at the face of a hip prosthesis, using embedded strain gages. 
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LABQRATülRE NATIONAL DES PONTS ET Q1AUSSEES 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: A. Bonnet, Gaussignac, J. L. Salhi, C. Santini. 

Work is being conducted, apparently not successfully yet, to automatize the 

evaluation and differentiation of moire records. Polariscope designed by Robert 

is used and found good for the determination of maximum shears, but not satis- 

factory for the determination of isoclinicSo They use a mixture of gelatin and 

glycerine to determine strains associated with gravitation. It is said that 

Polyurethane rubbers are difficult to obtain in France and the manufacturing of 

the gelatine-glycerine mixture is well under control. 

The deflections of thin plates are obtained using holography, on plexiglass 

models» To decrease the number of fringes only a few grams load is used. The 

information should be fed into a computer to be differentiated twice. No evidence 

of this working properly could be seen. 

It is not possible to avoid the feeling that the level of the research 

conducted by Mesnager, Tesar and Dantu has appreciably decreased. There seems 

to be little concern in applying experimental stress analysis techniques to the 

teaching of students, and little concern with research. The main concentration 

seems to be in the solution of applied problems submitted by the interested 

government agencies. The lack of familiarity with foreign literature is noticeable. 

15 
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MVERSim QE POIUHRS, FACLTO „Rs SHF-NCES. UBOR.TniP. n. ,..: ^ 

Scientists particularly interested in experi.ental strcss analysis TOthods 

are:   J. Gamault. Professor A. U^rde, G. fcrti„. a, M, ^ „, ^^ 

•'. Dercjet, M.  Fortune and T. Gamby. 

*e of the »in interests of Professor La8arde continues to be the develop.- 

-t of dynaMc photoelastlclty .ethods, folK.i^ Ae SMle approaches he ^ 

several years a^o. which requlre the recordin, of llght intensity to determine 

brrefringence and displace^nts.   ^ the new projects the followin, se« 

parucularly pressing:    1) use of glass fibers to transit birefringence fr» 

a Plate, or a photoelastic coating, to a recorder.    Jh, ^ of light attenu. 

ated this „ay „ay be appreciable, but it does not seem clear yet how much it 

is, 2} recording of isochromatics of order n/A- «nri ti  n ui uraer n/4, and 3)  a very- simple set-up 

that uses a standard slide projector, to project 500 Ipi gratings on the surface 

cf Plates and so to iUustrate by „oire the deflection of the defend plates. 
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PLACES IN FRANHF — 

Great c0„cem with the develops of veiy eläborated ^^ ^ ^^ 

the auto^atiz^ „r the processing of infoImtion.    strangely ^ ^ ^ 

Place when there are few instant of application of the expe^nta! sttess 

^lysis »thod,.    „.e phiiosophy See^ to he that if equipme„t were faster 

and .ore automatic, TOre work win be conducted.    The fact my be that lf 

aqui^t were easier to use and iess expense, .ore work would be conducted 

New efforts at INSA to rork on problem of technological interest 
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BELGIAN STRESS ANALYSIS LABORATORILS 

Universite de Louvain.  Institut des Constructions 
Park d'Arcnberg 
Heveslee, Louvain, Belgium 

Universite de Louvain la-Neuvc 
1348 Louvain-la^Neuve 
(R.R. Station: Ottignies) 
Belgium 

Universite Libre de Bruxelles 
ZaEoratoire d'Analyse des Contraintes 
87 Av. A. Buyl 
Bruxelles 5, Belgium 
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UNIVHRSITIi DH LOUVAIN      INSTITUT DBS CONSTRUCT IONS 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: R. Snceys and Professor Van Laethem. 

This is the Flemish speaking university born of the split of the old Louvain 

into two universities, a Flemish speaking and a francophone.    They will eventually 

be of about equal size, about 15,000 students each 

Professor Van Laethem is in charge of laboratories dealing with experimental 

mechanics problems.    He is particularly interested in buckling of shells and 

has tested by vacuum half of an ellipsoidal shell, with axes of 2 and 1.5 meters, 

and thickness of 2.5 mm.    Finite elements and finite-differences analysis were 

also conducted and results compared to experimentally obtained results      It is 

believed that the comparison is satisfactory, but seveial experimental conditions 

raise serious questions:  the geometry of the polyester model is far from ideal 

and the influence of departures from ideal ^eonctry, on buckling, is not com- 

pletely understood;  the boundary conditions at the interface between the half 

ellipsoid and the plane on which it rests  Ls not well known.    Results obtained 

using finite differences agree well with those obtained using finite elements, 

but finite difference-  in tins case was  found to be less practical than finite- 

elements.    Nine elements per quadrant were iound sufficient. 

Another problem studied at present is the determination of the natural 

frequencies of slabs made of a complicated framework of tubes.    Also studied 

as subject of a doctor's thesis is the deformation of folded plates made of 

concrete reinforced with <-\ cm,  long and U.3 mm   thick steel fibers.    Sore of 

the folded places have been prestrcssed- concrete and steel  fibers is a composite 

material of typical characteristics 

Fhe old University of Louvain, which is the one that will be all Flemish 

speaking,  is located in one of the most beautiful parts of the town and has 

five centuries of tradition.     It is worth mentioning that  the Rector is elected 
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by the faculty and so are the deans. Ihe deans are elected for a period of 

three years and can be reelected only once and for one more year. After the 

fourth year they have to retire to become professors again. As all the univer- 

sities in Belgium, the Catholic University of Louvain is 95". supported finan- 

cially by the state. This means, of course, some state control which until 

now has been rather reasonable, but worries some of the numbers of the faculty, 

It is accepted, however, that without the financial support of the state the 

Catholic University of Louvain would not exist today. 

1 
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UNIVF-RSITE PH LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVli 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: Professor F, Buckens and Professor Lousberg, the first one in the Depart 

ment of Applied Mechanics and the second in the Department of Civil Engineering 

The new campus has about 900 hectares. About 2,000 students are attending 

classes already and most of them living at the new university. About 1,500 

more are still at the old campus. It is expected that when finished the uni 

versity will have about 15,000 students. 

At present one of Professor Buckens' interests is the design and study of 

air supported bearings,, Neat demonstrations have been prepared illustrating 

the principle for educational purposes. 

There is great interest in studies related to the enlargement of canals. 

This means of transportation is popular and very important economically in 

Belgium, but most canals have been built many years ago and there is an advan- 

tage in using larger or wider boats. For that purpose a testing canal has 

been built in the laboratories to determine all the flow characteristics of 

different design alternatives. The material testing laboratories still con- 

duct appreciable amount of tests for the government;, for instance for the 

acceptance of pavement specifications. These routine testings do not seem to 

interfere with teaching or research and the faculty claims that they are a good 

source of income. 

Professor Lousberg is studying at present the influence of irregularities 

in the shape of aggregates found in Belgium^ on the properties of pavements 

manufactured with those aggregates. 
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UNIVERSITE LIBRF DE BRIJXKI.I.F..q 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: J. Ebbeni, Professor J. Kestens, M. Vandaele and Professor R. Van Geen. 

At present greatest concentration of interest seems to be on holography 

and on a few problems dealing with moire 0 TVo students are trying to detemine 

second order effects on the refraction phenomena in crystals using holography. 

Moire is applied to the surface of notched plates to detemine the propagation 

of plastic zones and compare the results with those obtained using finite- 

elements, which do not seem to follow the physical phenomenon Moire is also 

used to study strains in some asphalt specimens, after covering them with a 

latex coating. In the holograms of photoelastic materials an attempt is being 

made to eliminate the isochromatics and keep only the isopachics. 

Professor Van Geen has been appointed rector of the new Flemish speaking 

University of Brussels. His contribution to the laboratory work has appreciably 

decreased. 
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COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK CQNDUCTIiD IN TIE VISITLD PLACES IN BELGIUM 

Following recent decisions on national languages in Belgium, both the Uni- 

versity of Brussels and the University of Louvain will split. Each of them will 

become two universities, one francophone and the other Flemish speaking. The 

University of Louvain has already started building the new dormitories, labora- 

tories and offices at Louvain-la-Neuve near Ottignies, about half an hour from 

Brussels and not too far from the seat of the old Louvain. It is expected that 

each of the Louvain universities will have about 15,0üü students. So far pri- 

ority in moving has been given to schools in engineering and architecture. 

In comparison with American counterparts the financial ease of Belgium 

universities is obvious. 

In both Louvains, the old one and the new one there is a great deal of 

interest in developing experimental methods, but it seems that the main concern 

is not the solution of scientific or technological problems, but the use of 

these methods as a help in the teaching of engineering subjects. 

It should be said also that in Louvain as in most European countries experi- 

mentalists feel that the amount of work has increased rather than decreased as 

a consequence of the competition from finite-elements methods, because many 

people lack confidence in the solutions obtained with the finite-elements and 

require experimental verification of those results, Tliis is certainly not, at 

least to that extent, the situation in the United States„ 
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DUTQ1 STRESS ANALUIS LABOR^DRIES 

Northeast FulJer, Holland    ^ ^^^-l 

Technische liot>e School iv.iff tu   w 
fekelweg 7 SS-5g£0I Delft. Lab^ Vo0r TeclmischP »fedimia 
Delft, Netherlands " 
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NATIONAL AEROSPACB LABORATORY (N,L..RO 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: G. Barteids, Av. de Koning and P. J. Sevenhuysen. 

This laboratory is an independent foundation created in 1919 with the par- 

ticipation of Folke, KLM, the Dutch Air Force, and the ministries of Finance, 

Economics and Public Works  About 600 people work in the laboratory,, Fifty 

percent of the work is done on contracts, tor industry. Only 200 people work 

at Polder, the rest being still located in Amsterdam 

Dx G Bartelds is head of the Structures Research Department. Av,. de 

Koning and P J Sevenhuysen are particularly interested in experimental methods, 

Concentration is applied to the study of plasticity in aluminum aloys, some of 

which exhibit anisotropy  Measurements are taken mainly using electrical resis 

tance strain gages, but moire methods are being developed.. Rather than to follow 

more or less standard procedures, an attempt is made at automatizing the evaluation 

of the data. As most of the autonatizing projects carried on for photoelasticity 

and moire; this one is a point-per-point method. It is not obvious that it will 

be more practical than the conventional whole field methods„ It does develop 

however, the ingenuity of the researcher. The method consists essentially in 

the determination of strains by measuring changes in the angle of diffraction 

of gratings  A laser is used as a source, and an especially built photocell 

targets the spot of light, 
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TECHNISCHE HOGH SCHOOL DHLFT.    LAB. VOQR TliÜiNISaffi MEQjANICS 

Scientists particularly interested in problems of continua and experimental 

mechanics are: Professors J,  Besseling, W. T, Koiter, P„ Meijers and A. D. Pater, 

An important contribution is Meijers' work on multiperforated plates     He 

determined stress concentrations and "effective" moduli for a large variety of 

perforation patterns '•1^, 

[1]    Meijers, P., Doubly Periodic Stress Distributions in Perforated Plates, 
December,  196/, 
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CQNMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS WORK CONDUCTED IN Tlüi VISITED 

PUCES IN HOLLAND 

There is today a great interest in Holland on plasticity and creep.    The 

approaches followed to solve problems of this kind are mainly theoretical.    The 

experimental work is not very extensive and is directed mainly at verifying 

theoretical solutions.    Experimental strain analysis methods are used mainly 

for educational purposes.    It does not seem that scientists are very familiar 

with three-dimensional photoelasticity nor with moire with the exception of the 

method applied to the study of bent plates; as introduced by Lichtenberg. 
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DEUTSaffi F0RSQ1UNGS UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT UND RAUMFAHRT (D.F.V.L.R.). 

INSTITUT FUR FLUGZEUGBAU 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are: B, Geier, Kharadi, Professor W. Thielemann and R. Zimmermann,, 

Studies are being conducted to determine the state of strain in very thin 

straight mylar cylinders subjected to axial loading, before the cylinder 

buckles  An attempt is being made to use holography for this purpose. Holo- 

grams have previously been obtained at Domier from a large number of pressure 

vessels made of glass fiber reinforced epoxy. The shape of these vessels is 

like a sphere cut at the poles by two parallel planes  The final objective 

is to develop a non destructive method to verify whether any weakness is 

present in any individual vessel. It has been found that the method is too 

sensitive, and it is sometimes difficult to establish the fringe order. 
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TEQjNISQjE HOaiSÜiUüli CLAUS'niAJ..     FRITZ SUCliTING INSTITUT TUR MASQIINBMiSliN 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are;    J.  Barth, Boll, B. Jain, Professor A.  Kuske and 11. Lorenz. 

Professor Kuske has in Clausthal one of the largest  (about ID people) and 

most productive teams in experimental stress analysis=    It has developed very 

fast since the days, about seven years ago, when it started.    Most of these 

people are advanced students working for the doctor's degree, some are foreigners 

(one Indian, one Greek, one Turk, one Czech;  etc), the others are German., 

Unusual is the interest that Kuske has managed to develop in them on experimental 

stress analysis methods, in particular, photoelasticity, at a time when almost 

everywhere elfe in the world there is a decrease in the interest on experimental 

methods,    it is also remarkable the amount cf work that he has now for industry, 

Most of this work is o£ contractual or private consulting nature and independent 

of the work conducted with his students.    Particular mention should be made of 

several projects on dynamic photoelasticity which have been for many years one 

of the main interests of Professor Kuske.    To that he has added now the photo- 

elastic studies using plastics of stresses produced in the welding process. 

Although several methods are used, the lack of interest in moire is surprising- 

A great effort  is given to the simulation of welding stresses using poly- 

carbonate models.    Two sheets are welded b> heating the joint with a standard 

heater  for hot air (similar to heaters used to dry women's hair).    When observed 

in a polariscope, patterns   (extremely beautifua) are produced, which mostly 

disappear when the models are cut.    It is claimed that a correlation exists with 

the presently available information on welding stresses in steel      The method 

would permit the study of the influence of discontinuities, shapes, etc., on 

welding ctresses.    In the Soviet Union similar studies are also conducted at 

present.    Obviously the potentiality of the method is great, but no systematic 

study of the mechar.ical and optical properties of the material used, as 
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function of temperature and time, has been conducted yet.    These studies should 

be previous to any conclusion. 

Continuing traditional studies in dynamic photoelasticity emphasis is put 

on the influence of excentricity of impact on failure.    Studies are also con- 

ducted to determine contact pressures in dies. 

A great interest exists at present in photoplasticity.    Epoxy without 

hardener, or with little hardener, is used, as model material.    It is claimed 

that it acts as a Newton liquid, and after 5 seconds there is no more change in 

response.    The material is very sensitive to changes in temperature.    It is 

not clear whether the problem solved is a problem in plasticity, or a problem 

in lineal viscoelasticity. 

A spark camera is being developed of the Schardin-Cranz type, but using 

laser as light source.    The exposure time will be of the order of 20 nano seconds. 

Professor Kuske has just published a book on photoelasticity with Professor 

Robertson from Scotland^. 

[1]    Kuskef A. and Robertson, G., Photoelastic Stress Analysis. John Wiley S Sons, 
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TECHNISQiE UNIVERSITÄT BRAUNSCHWEIG 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are:    F. H. Hecker, Professors R. Ritter and W. Thielemann. 

An attempt is being made at producing moiro from plates subjected to im- 

pact, by projecting both the master and the defomed grating, using two half 

mirrors.    So far contrast has not been satisfactory.    Ke density of the pro- 

jected gratings is about 12 lines per inch. 
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VOLKSWAGEN. A. G. 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methou^ 

are:    A. ilappe, li. J. Koelbel and S. Uthe. 

Dr.  Koelbel is a physicist, Uthe is a mechanical engineer inclined to the 

solution of practical problems and Happe has a background in optics and his 

main interest is holography.    About 25 problems a year are brought to the atten- 

tion of the laboratory', more than half in photoelasticity and the rest in brittle 

coatings and other methods.    'Hie main characteristic of these problems is the 

speed expected for the answers.    The problems are brought to the laboratory by 

a designer or a production engineer and the answers are not expected to be very' 

rigorous or precise.    As a consequence the approach followed in the solution 

of problems are solved, or from the approach followed when in general problems 

are solved in the framework of universities. 

Studies were conducted to determine the stress distribution in wheels sub- 

jected to lateral iinpact.    American "Stresscoat" was mainly used for the deter- 

minations.    Sometimes Vishay's product is preferred because of the lack of 

fumes.    The old German brittle coating is not manufactured anymore.    Hie best 

position for a hole in the wheel was selected fast using this method between 

several alternatives.    Photoelastic models are sometimes machined but frequently 

cast to final shape.    Hie resin used is araldite B. 

Particularly worth mentioning is the measurement of deflections associated 

with vibrations, using holography.    Hie holographic equipment has been ingeniously 

designed and made portable.,    It is used to measure vibrations of car side panels, 

but it can even be used under the car to measure vibrations of the body bottom. 

Double exposure photographs give good sharp fringes, and permitted some redesigns 

to decrease the noise level.    Hie problem ox zero order fringe determination in 

the patterns, however, has not been solved.    Using these holograms it could be 
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decided whether to reinforce doors to decrease the noise, or to dampen them, and 

in this case what kind of damping material to use. 

Epoxy models have been used to study themal stresses in brakes.    Strain 

gage results have been compared to those obtained from finite element analy. 
■'SIS, 
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TURKISH STRESS ANALYSIS LABORATORIES 

Middle liust Tedmicai University 
Ankara, Turkey 
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MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVBRSITY 

Scientists particularly interested in experimental stress analysis methods 

are:    Z. Aktas, E. Atimtay, M. B. Civilek, T. Erdogan, Professor M. 0. Kiciman 

and S. T. Wasti. 

The university has 8,000 students in a new, very large campus  (several 

thousand acres) a few miles from Ankara.    Some 15 million trees were planted in 

the last 15 years making the campus and the dozens of buildings very attractive,, 

All teaching is in English.    Mast students are Turks. 

Material Testing Laboratories are well equipped: Erdogan is interested in 

the study of concrete subjected to fatigue, using the "brazilian" test specimen. 

There is interest also in the study of contact problems =    As it is common in 

new universities in countries not industrialized, in spite the good facilities 

and the faculty capabilities research programs have great difficulty in getting 

off the ground. 
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GENERAL REMARKS APPLICABLE IN PARTICULAR TO HXPERIMliNTAL ST1U.SS ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES 

1.    On Finite-element Methods 

Concern on the relative position of experiments and finite-elements methods 

is paramount  in all of the laboratories visited.    From observations in the United 

States and in Europe it seems that,  a)  for two-dimensional problems, with a few 

exceptions,  finite elements methods seem to have displaced almost completely 

photoelasticity; b)  for three-dimensional problems with rotational symmetry 

there is more competition, but finite elements methods seem well suited; c)  for 

three-dimensional problems with non- rotaticnal symmetry in general photoelasticity 

does a faster and less expensive job; d)  for time dependent problems there is 

less competition, and so far finite elernen*.^ methods do not seem to have developed 

sufficient confidence in the investigator, and particularly in the designer and 

el  some times  in the United States, and frequently in Europe, the finite-elements 

solution is available, but it is not trusted and independent experimental verifi- 

cation is desired-     In Europe it is claimed that as a consequence photocxasticians 

have now more work than before. 

^     On Edu.at\on of Students 

Undergraduate students  in the classic universities  like Cambridge and 

Oxford are helped and "educated' individually by tutors.    Some of this is still 

seen in a few of American universities, but the pressure of large numbers has 

appreciably  reduced the personal contact between student and teacher.    In Con 

tinental and Scuth American universities the personal guidance of the under 

graduate has practically disappeared. 

At the graduate level in European universities, there are almost no organised 

courses  required from the students.    Particularly  in France the student is fre- 

quently left alone to pursue his studies, conduct his  research and write his 

thesis.    At the other extreme, in the United States the graduate student  is fre- 
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quently guided in his research work and it is required from him that he take 

and pass successfully a long series of courses. 
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